
Why get one?  What are the benefits? 
• Improved motivation and engagement 
• Opportunities to work creatively within a subject, for exam-
ple using video editing , drawing or music apps; 
• Different ways to approach hard-to-learn/hard-to-teach con-
cepts.  Bringing the topic to life; 
• Greatly improved research opportunities leading to better 
research skills; 
• Significantly enhanced revision opportunities; 
• Enhanced family engagement through the use of the devices 
at home. 

All helping towards improved learning and progress 

 

iPad 1 : 1 Adoption Programme 2021 

At Newcastle Academy we are passionate about preparing our students for the future and 
giving them the best possible chances in life.  It is clear to us that technology is becoming 
ever prominent in the world of work, with 90% of jobs now requiring ICT skills. With this in 
mind, we wish to fully embed technology into teaching and learning across the Academy.  
 
Our 1 : 1 Adoption Scheme will be the catalyst for this for years to come! In partnership with 
trusted suppliers, our shared vision is one iPad for every student in Year 7 and in 2021 we 
achieved our initial vision of one iPad for every student in the Academy! 

What is included?  An iPad (9th generation), a case and insurance. 

And most importantly a world of opportunity in class 

Stats from Newcastle 
Academy  

99% of students & 100% 
of parents agreed they 
helped them enjoy their 
learning more 

96% of students & 100% 
of parents agree that us-
ing them has helped them 
become even more en-
gaged in learning 

How do I sign up? Join us for our webinar and Q&A live on Zoom! 

Tuesday 28th September @ 5pm 

The link is in the email 

Education in the 21st Century.  Students born since 2010 (Generation Alpha) 
are younger than smart phones, ipads and Instagram! Growing up with this 
technology means growing up with an unprecedented amount of available in-
formation and resources. Our 21st century education is about giving students 
the skills they need to survive in this new world.  Digital integration into this 
education is about using the technology to benefit students to allow them to 
become creative, communicative, critical thinking and successful individuals 


